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Problems

15.1 Test length. If N = 15 patterns are produced by an LFSR, and 2 of those
patterns detect a given fault, say e stuck-at 0, what is the average test length
T to detect e stuck-at-0? Hint: See the paper by Wagner et al. [702].

15.2 Standard LFSR. Implement a standard LFSR for the characteristic polynomial
f(x) = x8 + x7 + x2 + 1. Write the system of equations with the companion

matrix for this LFSR.

15.3 Modular LFSR. Implement a modular LFSR for the characteristic polynomial
f(x) = x3 + x+ 1. Write the system of equations with the companion matrix

for this LFSR.

15.4 Standard LFSR. Compute the �rst eight patterns generated by the standard
LFSR with characteristic polynomial f(x) = x8 + x7 + x2 + 1 and an initial-
ization of \00000001," with the one in the least signi�cant bit.

15.5 Modular LFSR. Compute the �rst eight patterns generated by the modular
LFSR with characteristic polynomial f(x) = x3 + x + 1 assuming that the
LFSR was initialized to \001" with the one in the least signi�cant bit.

15.6 MISRs. Figure 15.49 shows a multiple-input signature register of the STAN-
DARD (external XOR) type. This MISR takes outputs from the circuit, la-
beled as A and B, and compacts their responses. Please convert this signature
register into the equivalent MODULAR (internal XOR) type and draw this
equivalent signature register. Although the equations representing these two
response compacters are the same, the signatures will be di�erent, so explain
the relationship between the two signatures.
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Figure 15.49: MISR for Problem 15.6.

15.7 Weighted random patterns. Apply four bits of the weighted pseudo-random
pattern generator of Figure 15.16(b) to the four-input circuit: f = (a�b) �(c�
d). For each of the four inputs, you can either choose one of X7, X6, X5, X4,
X3, X2, X1, X0 (1=2 probability), X2^X0 (1=4 probability), X4^X2^X0 (1=8
probability), or X6 ^X4 ^X2 ^X0 (1=16 probability.) If necessary, you may
activate the Inversion signal to invert the probability. How many weight sets
are needed to obtain 100% stuck-fault coverage for the faults in this circuit?
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15.8 Weighted random pattern generator. Design a weighted pseudo-random pat-
tern generator with programmable weights 1/2, 1/4, 11/32, and 1/16.

15.9 Cellular automaton. Build a four ip-op rule 150 cellular automaton (CA),
and compute its pattern sequence. Seed the CA pattern generator with \0001."
What is the period of the cellular automaton? Compute the pattern sequence
of the four ip-op LFSR with characteristic polynomial f(x) = 1+x4. What
is the LFSR's period? Is the CA better than the LFSR, and if so, then why?

15.10 Maximal LFSR. Design a 3-bit maximal LFSR, but please add hardware to
map the test-pattern \010," which is not useful, into the pattern \000," which
detects several circuit faults.

15.11 Aliasing probability. Using Figure 15.22, please compute the probability of
aliasing for an error vector e with error probability p = 0:3, where a 15-bit
LFSR is used for response compaction.

15.12 Fault detection. In Figure 15.23, can the transition counter detect the multiple
stuck-at fault both b and c stuck-at-0? Can the LFSR detect this fault?

15.13 LFSR enhancement. Design test pattern embedding hardware to control an
LFSR with the characteristic polynomial f(x) = 1+ x+ x3 to produce an all-
zero test pattern. This problem also requires you to design the actual LFSR.
Is this less hardware than just implementing a 3-bit binary counter?

15.14 Aliasing analysis. Consider the BIST system in Figure 15.50. Circuit inputs
are A, B, and C, which are generated by the LFSR, and the outputs are Y
and Z, which are compacted by the output MISR. The LFSR is initialized to
001 (i.e., the bottom LFSR ip-op is set to 1 and the other two are cleared)
and the MISR is initialized to 000. The circuit is clocked for eight periods to
produce this test sequence:

L1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
L2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
L3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

The LFSR and the MISR are wired to the same clock line, and are fault-free.
Explain why aliasing does not occur for the fault e stuck-at 0, even though
it is expected since the test 001 for this fault is applied twice. What are the
�nal good machine and bad machine signatures for the fault e stuck-at-0, eight
clock periods after the LFSR and the MISR were initialized?

15.15 Fault detection. For Problem 15.14, �nd which of these faults are detected:

A sa0 A sa1 B-e sa0 B-e sa1 C-e sa0 C-e sa1

15.16 Fault detection. For Problem 15.14, �nd which of these faults are detected:


